
NIKE AND ADIDAS COMPARE AND CONTRAST

Adidas and Nike are two brands which are in competition with each other. Both of the companies along with other
manufacturing's other items.

Within this industry, Adidas and Nike are two prominent names across the world countries. Essay Topic:
Essay , Contrast Nike and Adidas Compare and contrast essay Both Nike and Adidas are sportswear
companies whose products throughout many parts of the world are very popular and have been the top two
leading sport companies in the sport industry. Nike products are structured, created, and showcased in the U.
Nike is an international U. Nike is the first leading sportswear and sports items manufacturer in the world.
Logo of all Nike is Swoosh whereas of Adidas is Stripes. Both organizations focus greatly on technology, as
well as make efforts to innovate and produce new products. Nike is a U. Nike's target markets are basketball
and running; Adidas' focus is more on soccer and tennis. In terms of market focus, Retail is a key focus for
Nike in connecting with consumers, both online and in store. Adidas' key markets are those people in the
following sports: soccer and tennis. Logo of Nike is Swoosh while that of Adidas is 3 Stripes. Key Differences
What is Adidas? Adidas offers low salary to reduce costs of production. What is Nike? Its principal market by
the soccer and tennis avid gamers. Logo of Nike is Swoosh while that of Adidas is three stripes. Nike employs
abroad production factories to reduce costs of production. Whereas, Adidas are European market focus
because Europe is the birthplace of Adidas with a long tradition of domination in the marketplace. Starting
from their year of origin to their tagline to their logo, these two differ in various arenas to each other. Nike's
markets are more on domestic but have expanded internationally; Adidas is well known around the world but
is primarily focused on Europe. Logo of all Nike is presently Swoosh whereas of Adidas is Stripes. B-ball and
running players are the primary market buyers of Nike while Adidas has fundamental market by the tennis and
soccer players. These two multinational companies have more differences than similarities between them:
Adidas is a more seasoned brand when contrasted with Nike by the date of their foundation. To gain the global
recognition, Nike shifted focus to soccer. S based brand of sportswear while Adidas is German based
company. Their sponsorship on athletes is very prevalent. Difference between Nike and Adidas Nike and
Adidas are two of the most popular sports equipment companies in the world. Nike was set and created in
whereas Adidas was set and created in  Nine teams sponsored by Nike while twelve teams sponsored by
Adidas.


